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Part III The Later Middle Ages
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The disaster at Poitiers prompted a brief and radical political experiment. The
Estates General, meeting in Paris under the leadership of Etienne Marcel, the provost
(or leader) of the merchants of Paris, momentarily assumed the reins of government.
In 1357 they forced the dauphin Charles to issue the Great Ordinance, a document
that provided for a new constitutional structure. Thenceforth, France was to be governed not by its king alone, but instead by the joint rule of king and Estates General,
which was to meet at regular intervals and to oversee royal ﬁnances, administration,
and even foreign policy. Charles was deeply hostile to this infringement of royal authority, but he submitted for a time and then ﬂed Paris to gather royalist support in the
countryside.
The following year, the French peasantry rose in revolt in the Jacquerie of 1358.
For two weeks, angry peasants raged through northern France, until they were put down
by the combined efforts of aristocrats and wealthy merchants. The terrors of this revolt
were made more terrifying by exaggerated and morbid rumor. One story told, for example, of an aristocratic wife forced to eat her roasted husband; whether true or not,
such tales bred more fear. And from this fear grew a conservative backlash, a longing for the law and order that, it seemed, only good kingship could bring. This surge
of royalist sentiment doomed the constitutional experiment of Etienne Marcel and his
followers, especially since Marcel had supported the rebels. Marcel was murdered one
night as he walked along the walls of Paris, and the dauphin Charles returned to the city
in triumph.
The Great Ordinance of 1357 was now a dead letter. The Estates General met less
and less frequently, and its powers shriveled. Once the dauphin became King Charles V
(r. 1364–1380), he instituted new tax measures that enriched his monarchy and freed it
from dependence on any representative assemblies. He and his successors also reverted
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